The purpose of these briefings is to give you an idea of what to expect weather-wise for the time period indicated above, and to give you a heads-up as to what types of weather hazards and weather impacts, if any, are possible.
THANK YOU to all of our veterans today and every day...
This morning’s satellite imagery
A non-tropical low over the far North Atlantic has a small chance of becoming a short-lived subtropical storm today.

Elsewhere, tropical cyclone formation is not expected during the next 5 days.
The Upcoming Weather Pattern for Central NC

Key Points:

• A cold front will approach from the west later today, and cross central NC tonight through Friday morning.

• Isolated showers are possible through this afternoon, followed by more widespread showers this evening through early Friday morning, ahead of the cold front.

• A second, mostly dry cold front will cross our area early Saturday morning.

• Yet another cold front will move through late Sunday night into early Monday. This front should also be dry.

• Temperatures will trend cooler through early next week. Monday night will be the chilliest.
Accumulated Precipitation Forecasts Through the Next 7 Days
Courtesy of the Weather Prediction Center (www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov)

Key Points:

- Isolated showers are possible through this afternoon, followed by more widespread showers this evening through tonight, ending early Friday morning.

- Total rainfall of one-tenth to one-quarter inch is expected through Friday morning. Isolated spots could see a little more.

- Two reinforcing cold fronts will cross the area early Sat & early Mon, but dry weather is likely.
WPC’s Excessive Rainfall Outlook
Courtesy of the Weather Prediction Center (www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov)

Key Points:

• No flash flood risk the next 3 days.
Key Points for central North Carolina:

- An isolated storm or two is possible this evening/tonight, but no severe weather is expected in the next 7 days.
Key Points for central North Carolina:

- With little rainfall recently, pockets of D1 Moderate Drought continue to develop across the Coastal Plain and Sandhills and the southwest Piedmont.
8 to 14 day outlook courtesy of the Climate Prediction Center
Status of Frost/Freeze Products Fall 2021
Weather Summary

• A cold front will approach from the west later today, and cross central NC tonight through Friday morning.

• Isolated showers are possible through this afternoon, followed by more widespread showers this evening through early Friday morning, ahead of the cold front.

• A second, mostly dry cold front will cross our area early Saturday morning.

• Yet another cold front will move through late Sunday night into early Monday. This front should also be dry.

• Temperatures will trend cooler through early next week. Monday night will be the chilliest.

Hazards and Impacts

• Frost and freezing temps are possible Monday night in areas that have not yet seen a killing frost or freeze (east and far south).